Videos and Shows: Plasma, Sonic Robo Blast 2, and More
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- Plasma gets Prettier and more Blurred by the day! [3]

- Yes, This Is A FOSS Sonic Fan Game [4]

  A couple of streams back someone told me about an interesting project. Sonic Robo Blast 2, a FOSS Sonic fan game based on the DOOM engine, I knew that I had to go and play it because that sounds amazing.


  Join us for a chat with Paulus, the founder of Home Assistant, as we look to the project’s future, hardware devices, new standards, and more.

Window rules are a feature of many window managers but today I thought it'd be helpful to do a bit of exploring of the ones implemented in Awesome WM, these allow you to control how and where your windows will spawn and be allowed to move. This has been sitting in my upload folder for a month, I could have sworn I had already uploaded this video.

Links:
[4] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yIpSv7P8Z0
[6] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mP3_zrVs1wA